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Once upon a time there lived a cat with his sister and his three caretakers. He was
named Mr. Shadowlands; his sister was named Luna. One of his caretakers was 7,
her name was Lavender, then there was her dad, then there was her mom. Every
night his caretakers went to sleep and they went upstairs to the unknown, Mr.
Shadowlands would go into the closet where they kept all the treats and other
kitty things, there were boxes and behind those boxes he’d find his tuxedo, and his
hat and he put on his re-grow mustache powder and he put on his tuxedo. Then
he got in his black Porsche. He had accessed it by pressing a button behind one
of the boxes and then some of the floor opened and out came the car! He called
it the Shadow - mobile! He put his cat shaped key (which he kept in his tuxedo
pocket) into the car and he said “Meow! Let’s go.”

At the time Luna was guarding the door making sure nobody discovered
Shadow’s secret, and by doing that she was playing with her favorite cat toy as
fiercely as she could. Meanwhile, Shadow clicked a green cat-shaped button in his
Shadow-Mobile and a ramp appeared and he drove down into the secret
underground tunnel illuminated by LED bright lights. He zoomed and zoomed
and by doing that he passed lots of other cat famous black cats dressed in
tuxedos also in Porsches.

Then BOOM! Out he went and no human suspected him because it was midnight
so nobody was out (except cats of course). He drove to Catel Hill and he went to
his boba place, Catcat Tee. But then, OH NO! A gigantic line of other spy black cat
agents stretched from Catcat Tee to the Curham central park. He was
DUMBFOUNDED! How could he wait in line?! This was going to take all night!! His
caretakers would wake up and notice he would be gone (Though to be honest,
they were late sleepers, they were always taking Lavender to school late). So he
knew what he had to do. He climbed up on his car with his extraterrestrial cat



claws and then said, “I AM THE SHADOW! THE AMERICAN SHORTHAIR SHADOW!
AND I HEREBY DECLARE THAT I WILL BE AT THE FRONT OF THE LINE!” And
nobody even noticed him yelling because he was in the back of the super long
line that went so far that it went all the way to the Central Bull City Square,
otherwise known to the cats as the Central Cat Square because they knew that
the statue in the City Square was a Cat not a Bull because they had super keen
eyesight and they could see that the skeleton was shaped like a cat with wings!

After shouting, Mr. Shadowlands used his pawesome jump power and jumped all
the way over all the cats and landed at the front of the line. He smelled the
delicious boba scent as he ordered his extra large taro boba tea with soymilk,
extra ice and extra sugar, with one extra large vegan ginger chicken onigiri. And
after he got his order, the sweet scrumptious smell of boba tea and onigiri wafted
into his super keen nose.

And then he got back into his pawesome Shadow-Mobile, drank his boba, ate his
onigiri and went to the Nasher Art Museum to look at art. At midnight, the art
museum turned into a cat hangout (With boba and onigiri.) place , otherwise
known to cats as the Slash CAT Museum because all of the artists who made the
artwork in the museum have the letters “c”, “a”, and “t” in their names. So it meant
that everyone was secretly a CAT! So they called it the Slash CAT Museum! So Mr.
Shadowlands went to look at art with his boba tea and onigiri. (Actually by the
way, during the day, humans didn’t let anyone bring food, but at night, the cats
went WILD and it was a hot spot for cats with boba tea and onigiri.) And that’s why
from this day on, if you have a black cat, it means that you know that you and
your cat will have good boba tea for the rest of your life! (And if you have a white
and black cat then you also know that you know that you can get away with
whatever tricks you do because Luna was trustworthy to Mr. Shadowlands.) (Cat
saying “The End”)


